The maneuver conducted by units of the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) in Nablus in April 2002 was described by its commander, Brigadier General Aviv Kokhavi, as inverse geometry, the reorganization of the urban syntax by means of a series of microtactical actions. During the battle, soldiers moved within the city across hundred-meter-long “over-ground-tunnels” carved through a dense and contiguous urban fabric. Although several thousand soldiers and several hundred Palestinian guerrilla fighters were maneuvering simultaneously in the city, they were so “saturated” within its fabric that very few would have been visible from an aerial perspective at any given moment. Furthermore, soldiers used none of the streets, roads, alleys, or courtyards that constitute the syntax of the city, and none of the external doors, internal stairwells, and windows that constitute the order of buildings, but rather moved horizontally through party walls, and vertically through holes blasted in ceilings and floors. This form of movement, described by the military as “infestation,” sought to redefine inside as outside, and domestic interiors as thoroughfares. Rather than submit to the authority of conventional spatial boundaries and logic, movement became constitutive of space. The three-dimensional progression through walls, ceilings, and floors across the urban balk reinterpreted, short-circuited, and reconstituted both architectural and urban syntax. The IDF’s strategy of “walking through walls” involved a conception of the city as not just the site, but the very medium of warfare – a flexible, almost liquid medium that is forever contingent and in flux.

The fact that most contemporary military operations are staged in cities suggests an urgent need to reflect on an emergent relationship between armed conflicts and the built environment. Contemporary urban warfare plays itself out within a constructed, real or imaginary architecture, and through the destruction, construction, reorganization, and subversion of space. As such, the urban environment is increasingly understood by military thinkers not simply as the backdrop for conflict, nor as its mere consequence, but as a dynamic field locked in a feedback-based relationship with...
the diverse forces operating within it — local populations, soldiers, guerrilla fighters, journalists and photographers, and humanitarian agents.

This essay belongs to a larger investigation of the ways in which contemporary military theorists are conceptualizing the urban domain. What are the terms they are using to think about cities? What does the language employed by the military to describe the city to themselves (for example, at international conferences dealing with urban warfare) and to the general public (most often through the media) tell us about the relationship between organized violence and the production of space? What does this language tell us about the military as an institution? Not least important is the question of the role of theory in all these operations.

At stake are the underlying concepts, assumptions, and principles that determine military strategies and tactics. The vast “intellectual field” that geographer Stephen Graham has called an international “shadow world” of military urban research institutes and training centers that have been established to rethink military operations in cities could be understood as somewhat similar to the international matrix of elite architectural academies. However, according to urban theorist Simon Marvin, the military-architectural “shadow world” is currently generating more intense and well-funded urban research programs than all these university programs put together, and is certainly aware of the avant-garde urban research conducted in architectural institutions, especially as regards Third World and African cities.

Interesting is the fact that there is a considerable overlap among the theoretical texts considered “essential” by military academies and architectural schools. Indeed, the reading lists of contemporary military institutions include works from around 1968 (with a special emphasis on the writings of Deleuze, Guattari, and Debord), as well as more contemporary writings on urbanism, psychology, cybernetics, and postcolonial and poststructuralist theory. If writers claiming that the space for criticality has to some extent withered away in late 20th-century capitalist culture are right, it surely seems to have found a place to flourish in the military.

What has emerged from a sustained investigation of this phenomenon is a convergence among trends in the practical application of critical theory, such that the discourses which shaped thinking in various academic fields toward the end of the 20th century have been employed — in an instrumental and straightforward manner (and thus not at all) — for the production of new architectural methodologies as well as for...
the reinvigoration of warfare. While I will not compare the uses of critical theory in architecture with its application by the Israeli military, a close examination of the latter certainly reflects on the former, insofar as it illustrates a more general problem of the relationship between theory and practice. In this context, I would like to concentrate on the ways in which theoretical discourse is being used by the IDF, with a focus on the conceptual frameworks that its strategists claim have been instrumental in the development of contemporary urban warfare tactics.

***

The method of “walking through walls” that the IDF employed in the April 2002 battle of Nablus was developed from the necessities of a tactical condition. Palestinian resistance composed of about 1,000 guerrilla fighters from all Palestinian armed organizations had barricaded all entries to the Kasbah (old city) of Nablus and the adjacent Balata refugee camp by filling oil barrels with cement, digging trenches, and piling up trash and rubble. Streets and alleys were mined along their length with improvised explosives and tanks of gasoline. Entrances to buildings facing these routes were also booby-trapped, as were the interiors of some prominent or strategically important structures. Several independent bands lightly armed with AK47s, RPGs, and explosives were organized deep within the camp and based along major routes or at prominent intersections. In an interview I conducted with Aviv Kokhavi, commander of the Paratrooper Brigade, and at age 42 one of the most promising young officers of the IDF, he explained the principle that guided the battle. In order to put this interview in context, it is important to note that Kokhavi took time off from active service, like many career officers, to earn a university degree. He originally intended to study architecture, but ultimately pursued philosophy at the Hebrew University. In one of his many recent interviews in the press, he claimed that his military practice is influenced to a great extent by both disciplines. What was interesting for me in his explanation of the principle of the battle was not so much the description of the action itself as the way he conceived its articulation.

This space that you look at, this room that you look at, is nothing but your interpretation of it. Now, you can stretch the boundaries of your interpretation, but not in an unlimited fashion, after all, it must be bound by physics, as it contains buildings and alleys. The question is, how do you interpret the alley? Do you interpret the alley as a place, like every architect and every town planner does,
to walk through, or do you interpret the alley as a place forbidden to walk through? This depends only on interpretation. We interpreted the alley as a place forbidden to walk through, and the door as a place forbidden to pass through, and the window as a place forbidden to look through, because a weapon awaits us in the alley, and a booby trap awaits us behind the doors. This is because the enemy interprets space in a traditional, classical manner, and I do not want to obey this interpretation and fall into his traps. Not only do I not want to fall into his traps, I want to surprise him! This is the essence of war. I need to win. I need to emerge from an unexpected place. And this is what we tried to do.

This is why we opted for the methodology of moving through walls... Like a worm that eats its way forward, emerging at points and then disappearing. We were thus moving from the interior of homes to their exterior in a surprising manner and in places we were not expected, arriving from behind and hitting the enemy that awaited us behind a corner... Because it was the first time that this methodology was tested [at such a scale], during the operation itself we were learning how to adjust ourselves to the relevant urban space, and similarly, how to adjust the relevant urban space to our needs... We took this microtactical practice [of moving through walls] and turned it into a method, and thanks to this method, we were able to interpret the whole space differently!... I said to my troops, “Friends! This is not a matter of your choice! There is no other way of moving! If until now you were used to moving along roads and sidewalks, forget it! From now on we all walk through walls!”

Kokhavi’s intention in the battle was not to capture and hold ground, but to enter the city in order to kill members of the Palestinian resistance and then get out. The horrific frankness of these objectives — as told to me directly by Shimon Naveh, Kokhavi’s instructor, whom we will later meet — is part of a general Israeli policy that seeks to disrupt Palestinian resistance on political as well as military levels through “targeted assassinations” from both air and ground. The assumption, at least on the military level, is that, because there is no possibility of military training for Palestinians, the principal assets of the resistance are experienced fighters and political leaders. It is mainly, but not exclusively, this aspect of the operation that would explain current calls for Kokhavi to face a war crimes tribunal. This will be the subject of a future article.

In a meeting called by Kokhavi in preparation for this operation, he explained to his officers the problems they faced in the impending operation. The Palestinians “have set the stage for a fighting spectacle in which they expect us,
when attacking the enclave, to obey the logic that they have determined . . . to come in old-style mechanized formations, in cohesive lines and massed columns conforming to the geometrical order of the street network.”

After analyzing and discussing this situation with his subordinate officers, Kokhavi included the following paragraph in his battle plan:

“We completely isolate the camp, in daylight, creating the impression of a forthcoming systematic siege operation . . . [and then] apply a fractal maneuver swarming simultaneously from every direction and through various dimensions of the enclave. . . . Each unit reflects in its mode of action both the logic and form of the general maneuver. . . . Our movement through the buildings pushes [the insurgents] into the streets and alleys, where we hunt them down.”

The attack started on April 3, 2002, when IDF troops cut off electrical, telephone, and water connections to the entire city, positioned snipers and surveillance posts on the mountains and on the high buildings that surrounded the area, and cordoned off the city and its surrounding camps in a perimeter closure.

At this point, a large number of small military units entered the camp from all directions simultaneously, moving through walls and the homes of civilians rather than along the routes where they were expected.

A survey conducted after the battle by the Palestinian architect Nurhan Abujidi showed that more than half of the buildings in the old city center of Nablus had routes forced through them, resulting in anywhere from one to eight openings in their walls, floors, or ceilings, which created several haphazard crossroutes that she could not understand as describing simple linear progression, and which indicated to her a very chaotic maneuver without a clear direction.

For anyone who might imagine that moving through walls is a relatively “gentle” form of warfare, the following is a description of the sequence of the events: Soldiers assemble behind a wall. Using explosives or a large hammer, they break a hole large enough to pass through. Their charge through the wall is sometimes preceded by stun grenades or a few random shots into what is most often a private living room occupied by unsuspecting civilians. When the soldiers have passed through the party wall, the occupants are assembled and locked inside one of the rooms, where they are made to remain – sometimes for several days – until the operation is concluded, often without water, toilet, food, or medicine. According to Human Rights Watch and the Israeli human rights organization B’tselem, dozens of Palestinians have died during such operations. If moving through walls is
pitched by the military as its “humane” answer to the wanton destruction of traditional urban warfare, and as an “elegant” alternative to Jenin-style destruction, this is because the damage it causes is often concealed within the interiors of homes. The unexpected penetration of war into the private domain of the home has been experienced by civilians in Palestine, just like in Iraq, as the most profound form of trauma and humiliation. A Palestinian woman identified as Aisha, interviewed by a journalist for the Palestine Monitor, Sune Segal, in November 2002, described the experience:

Imagine it — you’re sitting in your living room, which you know so well; this is the room where the family watches television together after the evening meal. . . . And, suddenly, that wall disappears with a deafening roar, the room fills with dust and debris, and through the wall pours one soldier after the other, screaming orders. You have no idea if they’re after you, if they’ve come to take over your home, or if your house just lies on their route to somewhere else. The children are screaming, panicking. . . . Is it possible to even begin to imagine the horror experienced by a five-year-old child as four, six, eight, twelve soldiers, their faces painted black, submachine guns pointed everywhere, antennas protruding from their backpacks, making them look like giant alien bugs, blast their way through that wall?\(^\text{13}\)

Pointing to another wall now covered by a bookcase, she added: “And this is where they left. They blew up the wall and continued to our neighbor’s house.”\(^\text{14}\)

Shimon Naveh, a retired brigadier general, directs the Operational Theory Research Institute, which is affiliated

with the military and trains staff officers from the IDF and other militaries in “operational theory” — defined in military jargon as somewhere between strategy and tactics. In an interview, Naveh summed up the mission of his institute, which was founded in 1996.

_We are like the Jesuit order. We attempt to teach and train soldiers to think. . . . We read Christopher Alexander (can you imagine?). We read John Forester, and other architects. We are reading Gregory Bateson, we are reading Clifford Geertz. Not just myself, but our soldiers, our generals are reflecting on these kinds of materials. We have established a school and developed a curriculum that trains “operational architects.”_15

In a lecture, Naveh presented a diagram resembling a “square of opposition” that plots a set of logical relationships among certain propositions relative to military and guerrilla operations. Indications like _Difference and Repetition — The Dialectics of Structuring and Structure; “Formless” Rival Entities; Fractal Maneuver: Strike-Driven Raids; Velocity vs. Rhythms; Wahhabi War Machine, Post-Modern Anarchists; Nomadic Terrorists_, and so on, resonate with the language of Deleuze and Guattari.16 In our interview, I asked Naveh, why Deleuze and Guattari? He replied:

_Several of the concepts in A Thousand Plateaus became instrumental for us . . . allowing us to explain contemporary situations in a way that we could not have otherwise explained them. It problematized our own paradigms. . . . Most important was the distinction they have pointed out between the concepts of “smooth” and “striated” space . . . [which accordingly reflect] the organizational concepts of the “war machine”18 and the “state apparatus.” . . . In the IDF we now often use the term “to smooth out space” when we want to refer to operation in a space as if it had no borders. We try to produce the operational space in such a manner that borders do not affect us. Palestinian areas could indeed be thought of as “striated,” in the sense that they are enclosed by fences, walls, ditches, roadblocks, and so on . . . . We want to confront the “striated” space of traditional, old-fashioned military practice [the way most IDF units presently operate] with smoothness that allows for movement through space that crosses any borders and barriers. Rather than contain and organize our forces according to existing borders, we want to move through them._19

And when I asked him if moving through walls was part of it, he explained that “in Nablus, the IDF understood urban fighting as a spatial problem. . . . Traveling through walls is a simple mechanical solution that connects theory and practice. Transgressing boundaries is the definition of the condition of ‘smoothness.”_20
Laws and unmarked frontiers remain . . . unwritten laws. . . . And thus when frontiers are decided the adversary is not simply annihilated; indeed, he is accorded rights even when the victor’s superiority in power is complete. And there are, in a demonically ambiguous way, “equal” rights: for both parties to the treaty it is the same line that may not be crossed.

– Walter Benjamin

This also corresponds to strategic positions developed at the Operational Theory Research Institute which bear on general political questions. Naveh supported the Israeli withdrawal from the Gaza Strip, as well as the Israeli withdrawal from South Lebanon before it was undertaken in 2000. He is similarly in favor of withdrawal from the West Bank. In fact, his political position is in line with what is referred to in Israel as the Zionist Left. His vote alternates between Labor and Meretz parties. And his position is that the IDF must replace presence in occupied areas with the capacity to move through them, or produce in them what he calls “effects,” or “military operations such as aerial attacks or commando raids . . . that affect the enemy psychologically and organizationally.” As such, “whatever line they [the politicians] could agree upon – there they should put the fence. This is okay
with me... as long as I can cross this fence. What we need is not to be there, but... to act there. ... Withdrawal is not the end of the story.”

Naveh’s precondition for withdrawal – “as long as I can cross this fence” – implies a conditional withdrawal that can be annulled in times of emergency. In fact, Israel’s preconditions for any territorial compromise and the drawing of temporary borderlines since the Oslo Accords have been accompanied in every case by a clause of exception that guaranteed Israel’s right, under certain circumstances which it could itself declare, to “hot pursuit,” that is, to break into Palestinian controlled areas, enter neighborhoods and homes in search of suspects, and take suspects into custody for purposes of interrogation and detention in Israel. This undoubtedly undoes much of the perceived symmetrical nature of walls implied in Benjamin’s poignant reflection on laws and borders. As long as this clause pertaining to “hot pursuit” is included in Israeli-Palestinian agreements, Israel still remains sovereign in Palestinian territories, if only because it can declare the exception that would allow it to move through the wall and then within Palestinian cities.22

***

I have long, indeed for years, played with the idea of setting out the sphere of life – bios – graphically on a map. First I envisaged an ordinary map, but now I would incline to a general staff’s map of a city center, if such a thing existed. Doubtless it does not, because of the ignorance of the theater of future wars.

– Walter Benjamin

To understand the IDF’s tactics for moving through Palestinian urban spaces, it is necessary to understand how they interpret the by now familiar principle of “swarming” – a term that has been a buzzword in military theory since the start of the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) after the end of the Cold War. In our interview, Kokhavi explained the way he understands the concept:

A state military whose enemy is scattered like a network of loosely organized gangs... must liberate itself from the old concept of straight lines, units in linear formation, regiments and battalions, ... and become itself much more diffuse and scattered, flexible and swarmlike. ... In fact, it must adjust itself to the stealthy capability of the enemy. ... Swarming, to my understanding, is simultaneous arrival at a target from a large number of nodes – if possible, from 360 degrees.24

Elsewhere, Naveh has said that a swarm “has no form, no front, back, or flanks, but moves like a cloud” (this seems

22. In a press conference on the Hebron Accord, former Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was quoted as saying, “Hot pursuit is a sub-issue. It’s a specific instance of a generic issue, and the generic issue is the freedom of action of Israel to protect its citizens wherever they are. And against whatever threats emanate from anywhere”; www.mfa.gov.il (January 11, 1997).
24. Interview with Naveh, October 14, 2005.
to be a direct reference to T. E. Lawrence [of Arabia], in whose book _Seven Pillars of Wisdom_ he mentioned guerrillas ought to operate “like a cloud of gas”) and should be measured by location, velocity, and density, rather than power and mass. The swarm maneuver was in fact adapted from the Artificial Intelligence principle of “swarm intelligence,” which assumes that problem-solving capacities are found in the interaction and communication of relatively unsophisticated agents (ants, birds, bees, soldiers) without (or with minimal) centralized control. “Swarm intelligence” thus refers to the overall, combined intelligence of a system, rather than to the intelligence of its component parts. It is the system itself that learns through interaction and adaptation to emergent situations.

For Naveh, the swarm exemplifies the principle of “nonlinearity.” This principle is apparent in spatial, organizational, and temporal terms. In what follows I will explain the way the military understands this nonlinearity. Although this concept implies some structural changes, claims for radical transformation are largely overstated. In spatial terms, swarming seeks to conduct its attacks from the inside out and in all directions simultaneously. This is in contrast to linear operations (what Naveh calls the “subjection of maneuvers to Euclidean logic”) that rely on the authority of borderlines, on distinctions between front, rear, and depth, and on military columns progressing from outside into the city. Lines of movement are not straight, but tend to progress in wild zigzags in order to disorient the enemy. The traditional maneuver paradigm, characterized by the simplified geometry of Euclidean order, is transformed, according to the military, into a complex “fractal”-like

---

27. Naveh, “Between the Striated and the Smooth.”
geometry. One must remember that this break with linearity could obviously only be achieved because the military controls all the roads in the West Bank and all other very linear supply lines. It is a nonlinearity that is thus positioned at the very end of a very linear geometrical order of IDF control in the West Bank, as well as a command system that is explained as “nonhierarchical,” but is in fact located at the very tactical end of a hierarchical system.

In organizational terms, instead of fixed linear or vertical chains of command and communications, swarms are coordinated as polycentric networks with a horizontal form of communication, in which each “autarkic unit” (Naveh’s term) can communicate with the others without going through central command. The physical cohesion of the fighting units is, according to the military, replaced with a conceptual one. Naveh believes that this “form of maneuver is based on the break with all hierarchies, with the command practice on the tactical level coordinating discussion. It’s a wild discourse with almost no rules,” one that creates “a community of practice.”

The claimed breakdown of vertical hierarchies in militaries is very much rhetorical, military networks still being largely nested within strong, inbuilt institutional hierarchies. The hierarchy, according to Kokhavi, can be seen as a fractal logic that is exemplified by the fact that “each unit . . . reflects in its mode of action both the logic and form of the general maneuver.” Naveh explained the reason for this: “Although so much is invested in intelligence, fighting in the city is still incalculable and messy. Battles cannot be scripted. Command cannot have an overview. Decisions to act must be based on chance, contingency and opportunity, and these must be taken only on the

---

The theory is that by lowering the thresholds of decision-making to the immediate tactical level, and by the encouragement of local initiative, different parts of the swarm can provide answers to unpredictable encounters, to rapidly developing situations, and to changing events— to all the forms of uncertainty, chance, and uncontrolled eventualities that Carl von Clausewitz called “friction.” Indeed, according to Manuel De Landa, already in von Clausewitz’s theory of the war of the post-Napoleonic era, local initiative and diffused command and control allowed a dynamic battle to self-organize to some extent.

In temporal terms, traditional military operations are linear, in the sense that they seek to follow a determined, consequential sequence of events embodied in the idea of “the plan.” In traditional military terms, the idea of “the plan” implies that actions are preconditioned to some degree on the successful implementation of previous actions. Battles progress in stages. A swarm, by contrast, induces simultaneous actions, but these actions are not dependent on one another. The narrative of the battle plan is to be replaced by what the military calls “the toolbox” approach, according to which units receive the tools they need to deal with several given situations and scenarios, but cannot predict the order in which these events would actually occur. A qualifying remark must be added here as well: The toolbox approach, which indeed restructured the formation of operative units on the battlefield, is relevant mainly on the tactical and microtactical level, whereas any general operation is still given a clear (traditionally) planned form and timeline.

Another aspect is the tempo of urban operations: In contrast to the traditional military paradigm, IDF operations in urban areas are not based on speed and do not seek fast and decisive results. Operations are days if not weeks long, and operate at a rather slow pace as the infiltrated forces spend most of their time waiting for opportunities or for the enemy to make mistakes.

In general terms, with swarm maneuvers, the military seeks to reorganize in a way that is influenced by the organization of a guerrilla network. This act of mimicry is based on the assumption, articulated by military theorists John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt, that “it takes a network to combat a network.” Naveh’s analysis may explain the military’s fascination with the spatial and organizational models and modes of operation advanced by theorists like Deleuze and Guattari:

The concept of the swarm corresponds with military attempts to understand the battle space as a network, and the city as a very
complex system of interdependent networks. Furthermore, urban combat takes place within a field in which two opposing military networks overlap spatially. The battle must be understood as a dynamic, relational force-field in which soldiers, objects, and actions must be seen in constant and contingent relation with other soldiers, objects, and actions. . . . These relations imply intersection, convergence, cooperation, or conflict. Their relationality must be seen as the central feature of military spatiality.

Relationships among the operating soldiers create what we call “a community of practice”: Operative and tactical commanders depend on one another and learn the problems through constructing the battle narrative. . . . Action becomes knowledge and knowledge becomes action. . . . Without the possibility of a decisive result, the main benefit of operations is the very improvement of the system as a system.35

In fact, although celebrated now as radically new, many of the procedures and processes described above have been part and parcel of urban operations throughout history. The defenders of the Paris Commune, much like those of the Kasbah of Algiers, Hue, Beirut, Jenin, and Nablus, navigated the city in small, loosely coordinated groups moving through openings and connections between homes, basements, and courtyards using alternative routes, secret passageways, and trapdoors. Unable to control the pockets of Red Army resis-
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35. Interview with Naveh, October 14, 2005.
ance scattered through Stalingrad, Vasily Ivanovich Chuikov gave up centralized control of his army. The result was later analyzed as a form of “emergent behavior,” where the interaction between the independent units created a so-called “complex adaptive system,” rendering the total effect of military action greater than the sum of its parts.16

“Maneuver Warfare,” as developed by several military theorists in the period between the two world wars and practiced by the Wehrmacht as well as the Allies in European battles of World War II, is based on principles such as increased autonomy and initiative.17 Similarly, the strategy of walking through walls, as Israeli architect Sharon Rotbard reminds us, is reinvented for every urban battle in response to local conditions.18 It was first described in Marshal Thomas Bugeaud’s 1849 draft of *La Guerre des Rues et des Maisons*, in the context of anti-insurgency tactics used in the class-based urban battles of 19th-century Paris.19 Instead of storming the barricades from the front, Bugeaud recommended entering the barricaded block at a different location and “mouse-holing” along “over-ground tunnels” that cut across party walls, then taking the barricade by surprise from the flank. On the other side of the barricades and a decade later, Louis-August Blanqui wrote this microtactical maneuver into his *Instructions pour une prise d’armes*.20 For Blanqui, the barricade and the mouse-hole were complementary elements employed for the protection of self-governing urban enclaves. This was achieved by a complete inversion of the urban syntax. Elements of circulation — paving stones and carriages — became elements of stasis (barricades), while the existing elements of stasis — walls — became routes. The fight in the city, and for the city, was equated with its interpretation. No longer merely the locus of war, the city became its medium and its very apparatus.

However, despite historical similarities, contemporary swarming is dependent not only on the ability to move through walls, but on the technological capability of independent units to orient, navigate, and coordinate with other units across the city’s depth. In order to perform such maneuvers, each unit must understand its position in the urban geography, its position relative to those of other units and “enemies” within its operational space, as well as its position in relation to the logic of the maneuver as a whole. An Israeli soldier I interviewed described the beginning of a similar battle like this:

*We never left the buildings, and progressed entirely between homes. . . . It takes a few hours to move through a block of four*
homes. . . . We were all – the entire brigade – inside the homes of the Palestinians, no one was in the streets. . . . During the entire battle we hardly ventured out. . . . Anyone who was on the street without cover got shot. . . . We had our headquarters and sleeping encampments in carved-out spaces in these buildings.41

Indeed, as far as the military is concerned, urban warfare is the ultimate postmodern form of warfare. Belief in a logically structured and single-track battle plan is lost in the face of the complexity and ambiguity of the urban reality. “It becomes,” as the same soldier later indicated, “impossible to draw up battle scenarios or single-track plans to pursue.” Civilians become combatants, and combatants become civilians again. Identity can be changed as quickly as gender can be feigned: the transformation of women into fighting men can occur at the speed that it takes an undercover “Arabized” Israeli soldier or a camouflaged Palestinian fighter to pull a machine gun out from under a dress. For a Palestinian fighter caught in the crosshairs of this battle, Israelis seem “to be everywhere: behind, on the sides, on the right, and on the left. How can you fight that way?”42 Since Palestinian guerrilla fighters were sometimes maneuvering in a similar manner, through preplanned openings, most fighting took place in private homes. Some buildings became like layer cakes, with Israeli soldiers both above and below a floor where Palestinians were trapped.

During our interview, Naveh explained how critical theory has become crucial for his teaching and training:

*We employ critical theory primarily in order to critique the military institution itself – its fixed and heavy conceptual foundations. . . . Theory is important for us in order to articulate the gap between the existing paradigm and where we want to go. . . . Without theory, we could not make sense of different events that happen around us and that would otherwise seem disconnected. . . . We set up the Institute because we believed in education and needed an academy to develop ideas. . . . At present, the Institute has a tremendous impact on the military. . . . [It has] become a subversive node within it. By training several high-ranking officers, we filled the system [IDF] with subversive agents . . . who ask questions. . . . Some of the top brass are not embarrassed to talk about Deleuze or Tschumi.*43

My question to him was, why Tschumi?!

The idea of disjunction embodied in Tschumi’s book Architecture and Disjunction became relevant for us. . . . Tschumi had another approach to epistemology; he wanted to break with single-perspective knowledge and centralized thinking. He saw the world
through a variety of different social practices, from a constantly shifting point of view. . . . [Tschumi] created a new grammar; he formed the ideas that compose our thinking.\footnote{Naveh is currently working on a Hebrew translation of Bernard Tschumi’s Architecture and Disjunction (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1997).}

Again, I asked, why Tschumi? Why not Derrida and deconstruction?

Our generals are architects. . . . Tschumi conceptualized the relation between action, space, and its representation. His Manhattan Transcripts gave us the tools to draw operational plans in a manner other than drawing simple lines on maps. Tschumi provided useful strategies for planning an operation. Derrida may be a little too opaque for our crowd. We share more with architects; we combine theory and practice. We can read, but we also know how to build and destroy, and sometimes kill.\footnote{Interview with Naveh, October 14, 2005.}

In addition to these theoretical positions, Naveh references such canonical elements of urban theory as the Situationist practices of dérive (a method of drifting through a city based on what they referred to as psychogeography) and détournement (the adaptation of abandoned buildings for purposes other than those they were designed to perform). These ideas were, of course, conceived by Guy Debord and other members of the Situationist International as part of a general strategy to challenge the built hierarchy of the capitalist city and break down distinctions between private and public, inside and outside,\footnote{A Palestinian woman described her experience of the battle in this way: “Go inside, he ordered in hysterical broken English. Inside! I am already inside! It took me a few seconds to understand that this young soldier was redefining inside to mean anything that is not visible to him at least. My being ‘outside’ within the ‘inside’ was bothering him. Not only is he imposing a curfew on me, he is also redefining what is outside and what is inside within my own private sphere.” Segal, “What Lies Beneath: Excerpts from an Invasion.”} use and function, replacing private space with a “borderless” public surface. References to the work of Georges Bataille, either directly or as cited in the writings of Tschumi, also speak of a desire to attack architecture. Bataille’s own call to arms was meant to dismantle the rigid rationalism of a postwar order, to escape “the architectural straitjacket,” and to liberate repressed human desires.

For Bataille, Tschumi, and the Situationists, the repressive power of the city is subverted by new strategies for moving through and across it. In the postwar period, when the broadly leftist theoretical ideas I have mentioned here were emerging, there was little confidence in the capacity of sovereign state structures to protect or further democracy. The “micropolitics” of the time represented in many ways an attempt to constitute a mental and affective guerrilla fighter at the intimate levels of the body, sexuality, and intersubjectivity, an individual in whom the personal became subversively political. And as such, these micropolitics offered a strategy for withdrawing from the formal state apparatus into the private domain, which was later to extend outward. While such theories were conceived in order to transgress the established “bourgeois order” of the city, with the architectural element of the wall projected as solid and fixed, an
embodiment of social and political repression, in the hands of the IDF, tactics inspired by these thinkers are projected as the basis for an attack on an “enemy” city.

In no uncertain terms, education in the humanities – often believed to be the most powerful weapon against imperialism – is being appropriated as a powerful weapon of imperialism. The military’s use of theory is of course nothing new – a long line extends all the way from Marcus Aurelius to Patton. The figure of the soldier-philosopher is also the cliché of Israeli military history. In the 1960s, when academic education became a standard component of a military career, many high-ranking officers returning from studies in the United States, for example, invoked Spinoza to describe the battle space (especially with respect to the 1967 occupation), referencing his concept of “extension.” I would argue that instead of laying blame at theory’s doorstep, it is more productive to concentrate on recognizing and attempting to understand the contemporary uses of particular strands of leftist critical theory that are being deployed not to subvert power (as they were originally intended to do), but in order to project it. In this sense, leaving aside for the time being the operative aspect of practice-based theory, it is important to understand the way in which the military’s use of theoretical language reflects back upon itself as an institution. The IDF thrives on its image – at least in Israel and
the United States – as an ethical “citizen army.” Although this has been eroded since the 1980s, the IDF still seeks to project the image of a different, more civilized military force than the Arab militaries and Palestinian guerrilla fighters it opposes. In this context, high-end theory functions to confirm the “enlightened” nature of the IDF (this is paradoxical, of course, since much critical theory takes an anti-Enlightenment stance). If the IDF reads theory, what do its enemies read? The Koran?

When I asked Naveh about the ideological basis of the theories he employs, he had this to say:

_We must differentiate between the charm, and even some values, within Marxist ideology and what can be taken from it for military use. Theories not only strive for a utopian sociopolitical ideal with which we may or may not agree, but are also based on a methodology that wants to disrupt and subvert the existing political, social, cultural, or military order. The disruptive capacity in theory [elsewhere Naveh uses the term nihilist] is the aspect of theory that we like and use. . . . This theory is not married to its socialist ideals._

Married to ethics or not, when Naveh invokes the terms _disruptive_ and _nihilist_ to explain his use of theory, something else is at stake. Theory functions here not only, and probably not even primarily, as an instrument in the power struggle against the Palestinians, but as an instrument of power relations within the institutional logic of the military itself. Insofar as it is used to challenge existing military thinking, critical theory becomes for the military (as it has for academia) a means of transforming the institution and its practices. And when it ossifies into a doxa, it may function just as well to preserve institutional hierarchies.

***

Future military operations in urban terrain will increasingly be dedicated to the use of technologies developed for the purpose of “un-walling of the wall,” to borrow a term from Gordon Matta-Clark. As a complement to military tactics that involve physically breaking and walking through walls, new methods have been devised to allow soldiers not only to see but also to shoot and kill through walls. The Israeli company Camero has developed a handheld imaging device that combines thermal imaging with ultra-wideband radar, which, like ultrasound imaging, has the ability to produce three-dimensional renderings of biological life concealed behind walls or other barriers. Human bodies appear on the screen as fuzzy heat sources floating (like fetuses) within an abstract clear medium wherein everything solid – walls,
furniture, objects — has melted away. On the other hand, weapons using the standard NATO 5.56mm round are complemented with some using the 7.62mm round, which is capable of penetrating brick, wood, and adobe without much deflection of the bullet-head. These practices and technologies will have a radical effect on the relation of military practices to architecture and the built domain at large. Future developments in this vein may have the capacity to render not only the built environment but also life itself transparent, making solid architecture effectively disappear. Instruments of “literal transparencies” are the main components in a ghostlike military fantasy world of boundless fluidity, in which the space of the city becomes as navigable as an ocean. By striving to see what is hidden behind walls and to move and propel ammunition through them, the military seeks to elevate contemporary technologies — using the justification of (almost contemporary) theories — to the level of metaphysics, moving beyond the here and now of physical reality, and effectively collapsing time and space.

This has its corollary in new engineering technologies that seek to effect “controlled” destruction. Given the international outcry that followed the April 2002 debacle of the Jenin refugee camp, the IDF realized that it had to push its engineering corps to improve their “art of destruction,” which had apparently spun out of control. In a military conference held in Tel Aviv, an Israeli engineering officer explained to his international audience that, thanks to the study of architecture and building technologies, at present “the military can remove one floor in a building without destroying it completely [sic] or remove a building that stands in a row of buildings without damaging the others.”

However exaggerated, this statement testifies to a new emphasis on the “surgical” removal of building elements, essentially the engineer’s response to the logic of “smart weapons” (such as those used to enforce Israel’s policy of “targeted assassinations”). The latter have paradoxically resulted in higher numbers of civilian casualties simply because the illusion of precision gives the military-political complex the necessary justification to use explosives in civilian environments where they cannot be used without endangering, injuring, or killing civilians. In Gaza, for example, there were two civilian deaths for every targeted victim during the al-Aqsa Intifādā — a ratio of civilian casualties higher than in many wars in which conventional “dumb” weapons were used exclusively.

The imagined benefits of “smart destruction” and...
attempts to perform “sophisticated” swarming thus bring more destruction over the long term than “traditional” strategies ever did, because these ever more deadly methods, combined with the highly manipulative and euphoric theoretical rhetoric used to promulgate them, have induced decision-makers to authorize their frequent use. Here another use of “theory” as the ultimate “smart weapon” becomes apparent. The military’s seductive use of theoretical and technological discourse seeks to portray war as remote, sterile, easy, quick, intellectual, exciting, and even economic (from their own point of view). Violence can thus be projected as tolerable, and the public encouraged to support it. As such, the development and dissemination of new military technologies promote the fiction being projected into the public domain that a military solution is at all possible – in situations it is clearly not. As countless examples have already demonstrated, not least the attacks on Balata and the Kasbah of Nablus, the realities of urban warfare are much messier and bloodier than the military would like us to think.

So, could we consider the use of Deleuzian theory to be mere propaganda? I think it would be too easy to dismiss it as such. Although you do not need Deleuze to attack Nablus, theory helped the military reorganize by providing a new
language in which to speak to itself and others. As a “smart weapon,” theory has both a practical and a discursive function in redefining urban warfare. The practical or tactical function, the extent to which Deleuzian theory influences military tactics and maneuvers, raises questions about the relation between theory and practice. Theory obviously has the power to stimulate new sensibilities, but it may also help to explain, develop, or even justify ideas that emerged independently within disparate fields of knowledge and with quite different ethical bases. In discursive terms, war — if it is not a total war of annihilation — constitutes a form of discourse between enemies. Every military action is meant to communicate something to the enemy, to demonstrate, to threaten, to signal. Talk of swarming, targeted killings, and smart destruction may thus help the military communicate to its enemies that it has the capacity to effect far greater destruction. In this respect, a swarming operation could be said to constitute a warning that “next time we could indeed save ourselves many casualties” by exercising more brutality — as occurred at Jenin. Raids can thus be projected as the “lesser evil,” the more moderate alternative to the devastating capacity that the military actually possesses and will unleash if the enemy exceeds the “acceptable” level of violence or breaches some unspoken agreement. In terms of military operational theory, it is essential never to use one’s full destructive capacity, but rather to maintain the potential to escalate the level of atrocity. Otherwise, threats become meaningless.

When the military talks theory to itself, it seems to be about changing its organizational structure and hierarchies. When it invokes theory in communications with the public — in lectures, broadcasts, and publications — it seems to be about projecting an image of a civilized and sophisticated military. And when the military “talks” (as every military does) to the enemy, theory could be understood as a particularly intimidating weapon of “shock and awe,” the message being: “You will never even understand that which kills you.”

---

53. In the context of a discussion on war as communication, the logic of blow and counterblow means that there is an inherent tendency in war to escalate to extremes, to ever greater violence, the ultimate state von Clausewitz calls “absolute war.”

54. This resonates with Naveh’s attitude toward American military action in Falluja: “A disgusting operation, they flattened the entire city. . . . If we would have done just that we would have saved ourselves many casualties.” Interview with Naveh, October 14, 2005.
The words of built space, or at least its substantive, would seem to be rooms, categories which are synthetically or syncategorically related and articulated by the various spatial verbs and adverbs — corridors, doorways, and staircases, for example, modified in turn by adjectives in the form of paint and furnishings, decoration and ornament . . . . These “sentences” are read by readers whose bodies fill the various shifter-slots.

— Fredric Jameson

In historical siege warfare, the breaching of the outer city wall signals the destruction of its sovereignty. Accordingly, the “art” of siege warfare engaged with the geometries of the perimeter of city walls and with the development of equally complex technologies for breaching them. Contemporary thinking about urban combat operations is increasingly concerned with methods of transgressing the limitations embodied by the domestic wall. In this respect, it might be useful think about the city’s (domestic) walls as one would think about the (civic) city wall — the operative edge of the law and the very condition of democratic urban life.

According to Hannah Arendt, the political realm of the Greek city was guaranteed, quite literally, by these two kinds of walls (or wall-like laws): the wall surrounding the city, which defined the zone of the political, and the walls separating private space from the public domain, ensuring the autonomy of the domestic realm. “The one harbored and enclosed political life as the other sheltered and protected the biological life process of the family.”

For Arendt, the rise of society corresponds with the rise of the oikia, or the household:

Even Plato, whose political plans foresaw the abolition of private property and the extension of the public sphere to the point of annihilating private life altogether, still speaks with great reverence of Zeus Herkeios, the protector of borderlines, and calls the horoi, the boundaries between one estate and the another, divine, without seeing any contradiction.

Without these walls, she continues, “there might have been an agglomeration of houses, a town (asty), but not a city, a political community.” The differentiation between a city, as a political domain, and a town is based on the conceptual solidarity of the elements that safeguard both public and private domains. For Giorgio Agamben, who follows in the footsteps of Arendt, the antithesis of the city is not the town, but the camp — for our purposes, the refugee camp. For Agamben, in “the camp, city and house became indistinguishable,” to the extent that the twin domains of private
life (whose sphere of influence is the home) and public life (in the sense of a political subject whose sphere of activity is the public sphere of the polis) are blurred. The destruction – whether physical or conceptual – of walls blurs these borders further, and directly exposes the private domain of life to political power.60

At stake within the juridico-urbanistic interplay that constitutes the city are thus two interrelated political concepts: sovereignty and democracy. We may understand the former as the “wall” (or border, in the case of a state) assigned to protect the latter (defined not only as the private interior of the home, but also – since the Reformation – as freedom of conscience), and thus the “wall” in turn is patently dependent on the protection of the private sphere.61

Sovereignty is thus embodied in the idea of the city wall (or the border), defining and protecting the sovereign boundary of the (city) state, while democracy is embodied in the protection of the party wall that defines and separates private dwellings. The breaching of the domestic wall as a physical, visual, and conceptual border could signal one of the most radical representations of the “state of exception.” In this act, the obliteration of the status of privacy has become one of the fundamental tools.

The military practice of walking through walls thus links the physical properties of construction with the syntax of architectural and social orders. New technologies developed to allow soldiers to see living organisms through walls, and to give them the ability to walk (and fire weapons) through them, address not only the materiality of the wall, but its very essence. Activities whose operational means effect the “un-walling of the wall,” thus destabilize not only the legal and social order, but democracy itself. With the wall no longer physically or conceptually sacred or legally impene-trable, the functional spatial syntax that it created – the separation between inside and outside, private and public – collapses.62 The very order of the city relies on the fantasy of a wall as stable, solid, and fixed. Indeed, architectural history tends to otherwise see walls as a constant or basic – architecture’s irreducible given. The almost palindromic linguistic structure of law/wall binds these two structures in an interdependency that quite literally equates built and legal fabric. The un-walling of the wall invariably becomes the undoing of the law.63

In the battle of Jenin, for example, the entire center of the camp was destroyed, but in a strange paradox, the boundary lines between homes were remembered and
The process of walking through walls. Video stills courtesy the author.
reerected almost exactly as they were originally. The order of the city – the arrangement of conceptual boundary lines that divide the city into a series of discrete “floating” volumes – remained, even though the camp was destroyed. In Nablus and the Balata refugee camp, on the other hand, homes were left intact, but the boundary lines were blurred and erased.

When Kokhavi claims that “space is only an interpretation,” and that his movement through and across the built fabric of the city reinterprets architectural elements (walls, windows, and doors) and thus the city itself, he uses theoretical language to suggest that one can “win” an urban battle, not by the destruction of a city, but by its “reorganization.” If a wall is only the signifier of a “wall,” un-walling also becomes a form of rewriting – a constant process of undoing fueled by theory. Could rewriting amount to killing? If moving through walls becomes the method for “reinterpreting space,” and the nature of the city is “relative” to this form of interpretation, could “reinterpretation” murder? If “yes,” then the “inverse geometry” that turns the city “inside out,” shuffling its private and public spaces, would imply consequences for urban operations that go beyond physical and social destruction and force us to reflect upon the “conceptual destruction” they bring.

Eyal Weizman is an architect based in London and Tel Aviv. He is professor of architecture at the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna, and director of Goldsmiths Centre of Architectural Research, London.

This essay originated as a talk for the workshop “Urbicide, The killing of Cities!” organized by Stephen Graham, Daniel Monk, and David Campbell at Durham University in November 2005. I would like to thank them for their invitation and comments. I would also like to thank Brian Holmes and Ryan Bishop for commenting on earlier drafts, and Denise Bratton for working so hard on making sense of this one.
When Kevin Lynch was commissioned by a local environmental group to come up with a "regional vision plan" for the US-Mexico border zone in 1974, he dreamed of a "temporary paradise." Addressed to the City Planning Commission of San Diego, his binational planning strategy focused on the network of canyons and watersheds that traverse the landscape on both sides of the San Diego-Tijuana border. Lynch could never have predicted that neither the natural landscape nor city planners would define the real action plan for transborder urbanism, and that instead it would be an emergent network of underground tunnels masterminded by drug lords and "coyotes" that would quietly and invisibly efface the formidable barrier that separates the two cities. Now, 34 years later, at least 30 tunnels have been discovered, a vast "ant farm"-like maze of subterranean routes criss-crossing the border from California to Arizona—all dug within the last eight years. At the very least, this creates a "permanent hell" for the US Department of Homeland Security.

An archaeological section map of the territory today would reveal an underground urbanism worming its way into houses, churches, parking lots, warehouses, and streets. The most outlandish and sophisticated of these tunnels, discovered by US border officials in January of this year, is clearly the work of professionals: up to 70 feet below ground and 2,400 feet in length, its passageways are five to six feet high and four feet wide to permit two-way circulation. Striking not only for its scale, but also for its "amenities," the tunnel is equipped with ventilation and drainage systems, water pumps, electricity, retaining reinforcements, and stairs connecting various levels. Beyond its use by drug traffickers, it was also "leased out" during "off" hours to coyotes transporting illegal aliens into the US, making it perhaps the first mixed-use smuggling tunnel at the border.

Some might see this as a marvel of informal transnational infrastructure, but most locals understand it as just another example of the vigorous Mexican-American economy at work.

— Teddy Cruz, with Gregorio Ortiz